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As the use of mobile devices increases, a location-based service (LBS) becomes increasingly 

popular because it provides more convenient context-aware services. However, LBS introduces 

problematic issues for location privacy due to the nature of the service. Location privacy protection 

methods based on k-anonymity and l-diversity have been proposed to provide anonymized use of LBS. 

However, the k-anonymity and l-diversity methods still can endanger the user’s privacy because location 

semantic information could easily be breached while using LBS. This paper presents a novel location 

privacy protection technique, which protects the location semantics from an adversary. In our scheme, 

location semantics are first learned from location data. Then, the trusted anonymization server performs 

the anonymization using the location semantic information by cloaking with semantically heterogeneous 

locations. Thus, the location semantic information is kept secure as the cloaking is done with 

semantically heterogeneous locations and the true location information is not delivered to the LBS 

applications. This paper proposes algorithms for learning location semantics and achieving semantically 

secure cloaking. 

We expect that our research on location privacy would impact on the industry for mobile devices, 

especially in location-based service applications. We proposed a method for mining location semantics 

from the perspective of location privacy. A staying duration feature is presented to capture the location 

semantics from trajectory data, and such mined location semantics are stored in an abstracted graph to 

be efficiently used. We also proposed a method to obtain a cloaking area which protects location 

semantic leakages. An adversary’s prior and posterior knowledge of location semantics is generally 

modeled and the adversary’s information gain from a cloaking area is restricted below a certain degree. 

According to the experimental results, our method is much safer at the same cost than k-anonymity and 

l-diversity based location privacy methods in terms of a semantic heterogeneity. 
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